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A situation exists that is
especially significant to The
Woman CPA and its sponsoring
organizations.
This year, both of the individuals
slated for president-elect by the
nominating committees of their
respective organizations are
members of the Joint Committee to
Study The Woman CPA. For
president-elect, the ASWA
committee has nominated Gayle
Powelson, CPA, controller with
Hunter-Melnore in Memphis,
Tennessee, while the AWSCPA
nominating committee has chosen
Maryann Correnti, CPA, an audit
manager with Arthur Andersen in
Dallas, Texas.
These two young women will
bring outstanding capabilities and
extensive experience in their
organizations to the president-elect
positions; more importantly, these
two individuals who will be serving
their organizations in like positions
have worked together for over two
years on the Joint Committee to
Study The Woman CPA. Their
work together has not just involved
a memo being circulated now and
then; they, along with other
members of their committee, have
met in several extended Joint
Committee meetings lasting six to
eight hours. As a result, these two
young women have established a
friendly working relationship
marked by openness and
cooperation. Neither will have to
spend her time as president-elect or
president developing rapport, and
the climate will be such that jointly
sponsored activities will be
successful.

In particular, the election of
these two young women will be
extremely important to the future
of The Woman CPA. On July 1, the
Joint Committee to Study The
Woman CPA will be replaced by
The Woman CPA Executive
Committee. Each organization has
designated a new board position as
a two-year term appointment to
The Woman CPA Executive
Committee. With Gayle and
Maryann serving as presidents
elect and presidents, it means that
for a three-year period, every board
member serving on The Woman
CPA Executive Committee will be
reporting on the activities of the
committee to a president-elect and
then a president who has been
involved in the work of the Joint
Committee since its formation. This
sharing of information and
expertise will be crucial to a
smooth transition between the two
committees and a continuation of
the work that has taken place over
the past two years.
The continuation of this work is
very important to the Joint
Committee and to The Woman
CPA. All of us who have worked on
this committee don’t want the
momentum to be lost, nor do we
want improvements in The Woman
CPA to stop. And with Gayle and
Maryann in positions of leadership,
the future of The Woman CPA
looks bright.
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The Use Of Audit Committees
In Hospitals

By Nancy A. Wagner, Herbert A. O'Keefe,
and William J. Bostwick
Editor: Yvonne O. Braune, City of Tacoma,
Tacoma, WA 98411

The use of corporate audit
committees received renewed
emphasis recently when the report
from the National Commission on
Fraudulent Financial Reporting
[1987, p. 12] concluded that an audit
committee “plays a role critical to the
integrity of the company’s financial
reporting” and recommended “that all
public companies be required to have
audit committees comprised entirely
of independent directors.”
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Previous studies have examined the
use of audit committees in municipal
governments [Wagner and O’Keefe,
1985-86] and their use in the
corporate sector. (The best-known
study of audit committees in the
corporate sector is that conducted by
R. K. Mautz and F. L. Neumann,
Corporate Audit Committees: Policies
and Practices. Cleveland, Ohio: Ernst
& Ernst, 1977.) In addition to
municipal governments, there are

many other governmental units and
non-business organizations that use
audit committees. Included in the
latter group are hospitals. This
study examines (1) the extent to
which audit committees are used
by hospitals, (2) the composition
and responsibilities of such
committees, and (3) the perception
of the effectiveness of these
committees.
Nature of the Study
A questionnaire was mailed to
the chief executive officer or chief
financial officer of 199 major not-

for-profit hospitals in the
southeastern United States. The
hospitals surveyed included those
with 300 or more beds in the states
of Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
North Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Virginia, and West
Virginia, and responses were
received from 114 hospital officers.
The questions posed were designed
to determine the number of
hospitals with provisions for audit
committees, the composition and
primary responsibilities of the
committees, and the perception of
their relative success.

respondents indicated that the
finance committee functioned as an
audit committee, it was counted as
an audit committee.

Composition of the Committee
Survey results indicated that a
majority of hospital audit
committees are composed of three
to five individuals. However, as
many as twenty of the audit
committees studied have six to
eight members.
According to respondents, most
hospital audit committees have a
majority of outside directors and
are chaired by an outsider. Unlike
audit committees of public
companies, hospital audit
committees often have inside
directors. Respondents reported
that 61 percent of the committees
have management representation,
and in slightly over half of the
committees, one of the members is
the chief executive officer of the
hospital. However, the chairman
may be expected to be an outside
director since survey results
showed 85 percent of the audit
committees are chaired by
outsiders.

Results of the Study

Extent of Audit
Committee Use
According to the 114
respondents, 62 hospitals have
established audit committees.
Nearly half indicated that the
committee is of very recent origin:
29 of the committees were formed
in 1978 or later, with 25 of these
formed in the 1980’s.
Several respondents reported
that the audit committee function is
performed by the Board’s finance
committee. Some respondents at
hospitals with audit committees
said that the committee
composition is the same as that of
the finance committee. If the

Nancy A. Wagner, Ph.D., CPA, is an
associate professor of accounting at
Georgia Southern College. She is a
member of the Georgia Society of CPAs
and the AICPA.
Herbert A. O’Keefe, Ph.D., CPA, is a
professor of accounting at Georgia
Southern College. Dr. O’Keefe is a
member of the Board of Directors of the
Georgia Society of CPAs and the
Financial Management Standards
Board of AGA.
William J. Bostwick, Ph.D., CPA, is
head of the department of accounting at
Georgia Southern College. Dr. Bostwick
is a member of the Georgia Society of
CPAs and the NAA.

Of the committees surveyed, 85
percent are made up of members
appointed by the Board of Trustees
or appointed by the board
chairman and then confirmed by
the entire board. This method of
appointment helps to ensure the
committee’s independence from
management. Only one respondent
reported that the chief executive
officer, in consultation with the
chief financial officer, determines
the composition of the committee.
Response to the survey showed
that committee appointments are
most likely to be for a one-year
term but may be renewed an
indefinite number of times. In 35 of
the committees, annual
appointment is the rule; in all but
one committee, terms are
renewable; and, for more than half
the committees, the appointment
can be renewed indefinitely. Ten
committees had members
appointed for a six-year maximum
term (either a one-year
appointment renewable six times, a
two-year appointment renewable
three times, or a three-year
appointment renewable twice).
Other terms of service were limited
to periods varying from one year
(in one case) to ten years.

Responsibilities
of the Committee
According to the respondents,
specific duties of the committee
usually include
• nomination, selection, and
engagement of the independent
auditor
• evaluating the results of the
independent audit
• evaluating the results of the
internal audit
Eighty-three percent of the
respondents at hospitals with audit
committees reported that selection
of the auditor is included among
the committee’s responsibilities,
and 93 percent of the audit
The Woman CPA, April 1989/5

committees among those hospitals
surveyed evaluate the results of the
independent audit. In this respect,
the committees conform to the
expected emphasis on the external
audit function. A smaller number
of committees oversee the internal
audit function; of those responding
to the questionnaire, 61 percent
indicated that determining internal
audit scope is within the
committee’s purview, and 78
percent stated that the audit
committee evaluates the results of
the internal audit.
The survey suggested that these
audit committees are less likely to
be involved in approving changes
in accounting and control systems.
Only 52 percent approve changes in
significant accounting policies and
only 44 percent approve changes in
the accounting control system.

about half meet less often, and
several do not meet with the
internal auditor at all. Some of the
committees meet only once with the
entire Board of Trustees, but the
majority schedule more frequent
meetings, and several arrange such
meetings on a monthly basis.

Perceptions of the Committee
The survey indicated that
hospitals view their audit
committees as making a valuable
contribution to the Board’s
communication with the
independent auditor, to
improvements in internal control,
and to the Board’s understanding of
and involvement in the financial
and accounting policies and
procedures of the hospital. Among
the positive effects cited by
respondents are:

Frequency of Meetings
It is generally agreed that an
effectively functioning audit
committee must meet at least three
times a year: once to review the
audit plan, once to evaluate audit
results, and once to nominate the
independent auditor. Any internal
audit oversight responsibilities that
the committee assumes can also be
placed on the agenda for these
three meetings. Survey results
showed that the majority of
hospital audit committees meet at
least quarterly, and nearly threequarters of the committees meet
three or more times per year. For
the most part, then, the committees
seem to meet frequently enough to
fulfill their principal
responsibilities according to
established guidelines.
More than 60 percent of the
committees, according to
respondents, meet only once with
the independent auditor. And,
while one-fourth of the committees
meet with the internal auditor at
least four times during the year,
6/The Woman CPA, April 1989

Certified public
accountants who serve
hospital clients should
recommend that
consideration be given
to the establishment of
an audit committee.

Improved communication
between trustees/directors and the
external and internal auditors.
Respondents generally believed
that the audit committee
contributes to board members’
understanding of the financial
and operational activities and
policies of the hospital and

emphasizes the importance of
internal control and the
significance of audit findings.

Increased likelihood that audit
recommendations will be
implemented and internal control
will be strengthened. Most
respondents felt that because the
committee is charged with the
evaluation of audit results, it is
in a position to respond to audit
findings and to monitor the
implementation of audit
recommendations.

Enhanced independence for
internal auditors. Respondents
focused on improvements in the
internal audit function as a
primary contribution of the
audit committee. In some cases,
respondents linked the
establishment of an internal
audit department to the work of
the audit committee.
Survey respondents cited few
negative effects resulting from the
use of audit committees. However,
some of those surveyed were not
convinced that committee members
had taken enough time to
understand the complexities of a
hospital financial system and
believed that more education was
necessary for committee members.
Conclusion
The survey established that the
audit committee can contribute to
the efficiency and effectiveness of
the audit process and can improve
the financial information and
control systems of hospitals. The
evidence clearly suggests that the
formation of an audit committee
merits increased consideration by
hospitals that have not yet adopted
the concept. Certified public
accountants who serve hospital
clients should recommend that
consideration be given to the
establishment of an audit
committee.
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A Message From The
Tax Department Editor
Cherie J. O’Neil
VA Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061
Tax Department of The
Woman CPA is a forum for
readers to share their
knowledge and expertise in
taxation. Many of you research
tax topics when preparing tax
returns for clients and
employers, and The Woman
CPA would like for you to share
that research. For example,
have you relied on a recent tax
case or revenue ruling and feel

discovered an unintended result
or a trap for the unwary in one
of the new code sections that you
think others should know about?
Or are there techniques you use
in tax planning that you think
could be useful to our readers?
If you have never submitted
anything for publication, let me
briefly review how you should
begin. First, make sure your
idea is original and one that
would be of interest to our
readers. Next, outline what you
want to say. After you have put
your thoughts in a logical order,
write your manuscript using
your outline as your guide. If
what you have written is ten
pages or less (double spaced),
send it to me for consideration.
(If your paper is longer, you
may want to consider
submitting it for publication as
a main article, and in that case,
your manuscript should be sent
to Dr. Betty Brown, Associate
Editor of The Woman CPA.) I
hope to receive articles from you
soon.

Cherie J. O’Neil, Ph.D., CPA, is

associate professor of accounting at
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University. She formerly worked for the
IRS as a revenue agent.
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Exposure Draft
of the Health Care
Audit Guide:
Changes Accountants
Can Expect
By Sandra Pelfrey and Barbara A. Theisen

Background
Health care and its related costs have
received considerable attention
during the last two decades. The
dramatic improvement in
medical technology has caused
many institutional health care
providers to invest considerable
resources in the latest equipment
and facilities. While past
expansions were typically funded
by operations and donations, the
cost associated with staying
8/The Woman CPA, April 1989

competitive has necessitated that hospitals
and other health care providers enter debt
markets with increasing
regularity. These borrowings
have reinforced the need for
annual audits. Since 1972, the
AICPA Hospital Audit Guide has
been the primary authoritative
literature that describes how
transactions unique to hospitals
should be recorded and reflected
within their financial
statements.1 Although at times inconsistent
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or unclear on certain issues, the
Hospital Audit Guide, along with
its related Statements of Position,
has provided much needed
guidance for an industry that
continues to expand.
The process of updating the
Hospital Audit Guide began in the
early 1980s. This task has been
complicated by the ongoing
evolutionary process in which the
health care system operates. For
example, services are continually
shifting from the inpatient to the
outpatient arena. Free-standing
ambulatory clinics, physicians’
groups and health maintenance
organizations (HMO) have
increased the competition for
patients. Furthermore, federal
legislation has pressured hospitals
to discharge patients at the earliest
possible time or to transfer patients
in need of custodial care to skilled
nursing facilities to avoid losing
payment for services rendered. The
number of continuing care
retirement communities (CCRC)
and skilled nursing facilities has
increased to meet the needs of the
growing population of elderly
citizens who require various levels
of nursing care. Finally,
malpractice concerns plague many
physicians and health care entities.
Each factor contributes toward the
desirability of increasing the
financial reporting and auditing
requirements of health care
organizations.
A joint committee comprised of
the Health Care Committee and the
Health Care Audit Guide Task
Force of the AICPA has completed
an exposure draft (ED) of the
Proposed Audit and Accounting
Guide entitled “Audits of Providers
of Health Care Services.” The ED
is the initial step in the process of
replacing the 1972 Hospital Audit
Guide and the related Statements
of Position (i.e., SOP 78-1, 78-7,
81-2, 85-1 and 87-1) that were

included in the 1987 edition of the
guide. The final version of the new
audit guide for health care
providers is expected to be issued
this year and is not expected to
contain any substantive deviations

Accounting Principles
One of the major differences
between the ED and the existing
guide is the increased scope. The
ED provides accounting and
auditing guidance for hospitals,
clinics and other ambulatory care
organizations, HMOs, CCRCs,
nursing homes, and home health
agencies. This expanded scope
reflects the diversification and
evolution of health care services
over the last seventeen years.

Sandra Pelfrey, MBA, CPA, is an
assistant professor of accounting at
Oakland University, Rochester, MI. Ms.
Pelfrey was formerly the controller of a
large midwestern hospital.
Barbara A. Theisen, MST, CPA, is
an assistant professor of accounting at
Oakland University, Rochester, MI. Ms.
Theisen, formerly a tax manager with
Arthur Young & Company in Detroit, is
a member of the A WSCPA.

Apart from institutional
differences caused by the nature of
services provided, health care
entities vary by ownership. The
three major classifications of
owners include 1) not-for-profit, 2)
for-profit, and 3) governmental.
The sponsorship or legal structure
of a health care entity determines
the accounting and financial
reporting principles that should be
followed. All investor-owned and
voluntary not-for-profit health care
institutions will follow the
accounting and financial reporting
guidelines in the new audit guide.
Those entities that are part of, or
sponsored by, governmental units
must seek guidance first from the
Governmental Accounting
Standards Board (GASB). In the
absence of a definitive GASB
statement, these institutions will
adhere to the principles contained
in the audit guide, in addition to
any other relevant Financial
Accounting Standards Board
(FASB) pronouncements.
One of the most interesting
aspects of the ED is its emphasis on
presenting financial information in
a manner consistent with a
business enterprise rather than
that of a not-for-profit entity. Some
examples of this include
streamlining the balance sheet to
reflect a single fund, reporting “net
revenues” on the first line of the
statement of revenues and
expenses, and reclassifying bad
debts as an operating expense.
Although display within the
statement of revenues and expenses
still includes the captions “other
operating revenue” and
“nonoperating revenue,” the
current guide’s inconsistency
regarding donated supplies and
donated services has been
corrected. The ED classifies both of
these items together and displays
them under the caption
“nonoperating revenue.”
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The ED also addresses risk-based
contracts and their related
liabilities by providing that any
unrecorded costs associated with
such contracts be estimated and
accrued as contract services are
performed. Any anticipated losses
are to be accrued in the first period
in which they are considered
probable and can be estimated.
This change will significantly
affect HMOs and other preferred
provider organizations as well as
their independent auditors.
The ED clarifies the methodology

for estimating malpractice claims.
It reaffirms the guidelines
contained in SOP 87-1 which state
that industry experience rates
should be used to estimate and
record anticipated liabilities from
asserted and unasserted claims
only if the industry rates are
relevant to the entity. If a health
care provider’s operations and
overall risk potential differ
significantly from the industry
average, the individual entity’s
experience rate should be used.
The ED identifies the unique

American Society of
Women Accountants

American Woman’s
Society of Certified
Public Accountants
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accounting transactions and
reporting requirements of
nonhospital health care providers.
Such items include estimating the
liability for future services for
nursing homes and CCRCs whose
residents may have contracts that
specify fixed fees and/or fixed
incremental rates. Similar
liabilities exist for HMOs whose
fees may not cover the expected
costs of future services.

Finally, the ED provides
examples of financial statements
for hospitals, nursing homes,
CCRCs, home health agencies,
HMOs and ambulatory care
facilities. These illustrations
include cash flow statements and
statements of changes in fund
balance. The cash flow statement is
not in full compliance with SFAS
No. 95, “Statement of Cash Flows,”
since SFAS No. 95 specifically
applies to for-profit companies. (An
AICPA task force has been formed
to analyze SFAS No. 95 to
determine its potential impact on
the not-for-profit reporting
community.)

Vice President-Affiliated Groups
— Evelyn L. Wertz

Vice President-Members-atLarge and Forming Groups —
Mary P. Shepard

Vice President-Member
Visibility and Professional
Development — Joyce M.
Simon

Secretary — Susanne E.
Griesemer

Treasurer — Teresa Davis
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Directors
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Vicki B. Cook
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Holly F. Etlin
Kathryn M. Kwaterski
Sandra A. Mayer
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Deborah H. Whitmore
Diana L. Scott (Ex-Officio)

Auditing
The ED addresses specific
auditing concerns common to the
health care industry, one of which
is the confirmation of patient
accounts receivable. Because direct
confirmation of patient accounts
receivable is often impractical, the
ED outlines alternative procedures
(e.g., reviewing subsequent

payments, reviewing insurance
company billings and payments, or
examining the patient’s medical
record) that auditors may use to
support accounts receivable
balances.
Another auditing concern relates
to verifying receivables from thirdparty insurance carriers. The
complexity and variability of thirdparty reimbursement

arrangements require auditors to
know which and to what extent
each reimbursement arrangement
is being used by their audit client.
Although audit procedures will
differ by reimbursement method,
one procedure should be a review of
the system that assigns patients to
specific insurance carriers.
Included also should be procedures
for reviewing final cost settlement
reports for retroactive
reimbursement methods or for
reviewing methods of determining
diagnosis for discharged patients.
Other audit procedures outlined
involve the support and proper
disclosure of restricted donations
and related party transactions,
which must be reviewed for
compliance, propriety, and fair
presentation.
Impact of the ED

The ED not only extends its
scope to nonhospital health
care providers, but also
lends credence to the concept
that not-for-profit hospitals
and other health care providers
are and should be considered
businesses. By streamlining
the financial statements
and formally accepting the
generally accepted accounting
and reporting principles used
by business enterprises, the
ED acknowledges two things:
1) the entity’s need to make
a profit in order to remain in
existence, and 2) the industry’s
need for comparable financial
statements regardless
of an entity’s ownership
and/or sponsorship.
There will continue to be a
relatively small number of
hospitals that can truly be
classified as nonbusiness entities.
These hospitals do not charge a fee
for service and are primarily
supported by private donations (i.e.,
Shriners Hospitals). The ED does

not specifically address these
nonbusiness entities.
Conclusion
When finalized, the new audit
guide will significantly affect the
accounting and reporting
requirements of most health care
entities. Expanding the scope to
include nonhospital providers,
updating the treatment of revenues
and risk-based contracts, and
clarifying matters such as the
treatment of malpractice loss
contingencies provide long-needed
guidance. Also significant is the
shift in financial statement
presentation from a nonbusiness to
a business focus. Eliminating the
reporting of
required
funds, using
multiple
net
revenue as
starting point
the
statement
of the
of revenues
and expenses,
and including bad
debt expense in

operations of a not-for-profit entity
will underscore the reality that
health care organizations are, in
fact, businesses. Auditors will need
to restructure their audits to
respond to the changes and to meet
the auditing objectives set forth in
the ED.
FOOTNOTES
1Subsequent editions of the Hospital
Audit Guide have included Statements
of Position (SOP) on topics that affect
not-for-profit entities. The SOP topics
have included estimating malpractice
loss contingencies (SOP 78-10 and 871), accounting for marketable equity
securities (SOP 78-1), and reporting for
tax-exempt debt and funds comprised
of restricted assets (SOP 85-1). These
SOPs appeared in addendum form only.
The text of the audit guide that appears
in the 1987 edition has remained
unchanged since 1972.
REFERENCES
American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, Hospital Audit Guide,
(AICPA, 1987).

_________ , Health Care
Committee and the Health
Care Audit Guide Task
Force, “Proposed Audit and
Accounting Guide Audits of
Providers of Health Care
Services” (AICPA, 1988).

operating expenses all serve to
make the financial statements of
not-for-profit health care
organizations more comparable to
their for-profit counterparts.
Overall, the use of a business
format in reporting the financial
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MUM’S
THE
WORD!
A Potential Conflict In
Auditing And Legal Standards
By Danny L. Kennett and William J. Radig
The independent auditor’s duty to disclose
management misconduct to third parties is an
extremely sensitive area involving both auditing
standards and legal standards of conduct. It has
been generally argued that the auditor’s duty to
disclose ended when the auditor notified the client
of management misconduct and subsequently
withdrew or disassociated himself or herself from
the client [Chazen, Miller, and Solomon, pp. 6670]. Proponents of this argument contend that
silent withdrawal is a privilege of the
auditor/client relationship and is necessary
because of the auditor’s unique relationship
12/The Woman CPA, April 1989

between a client and the public. Moreover, it has
been pointed out that there is no basis in generally
accepted auditing standards or legal theory to
suggest that anything other than silent
withdrawal is appropriate. While, under certain
circumstances, the auditor may be legally justified
in disclosing misconduct to third parties, the
auditor is not legally obligated to blow the whistle.
SAS No. 53, The Auditor’s Responsibility to
Detect and Report Errors and Irregularities, one of
the “expectation gap” pronouncements, generally
endorses the silent withdrawal argument. It states,
in part [paragraph 29]:

Disclosure of irregularities to
parties other than the client’s
senior management and its
audit committee or board of
directors is not ordinarily part
of the auditor’s responsibility,
and would be precluded by the
auditor’s ethical or legal
obligation of confidentiality
unless the matter affects his
opinion on the financial
statements. The auditor should

. . . there is no basis in
generally accepted
auditing standards or
legal theory to suggest
that anything other
than silent
withdrawal is
appropriate.
recognize, however, that in the
following circumstances a duty
to disclose outside the client
may exist:
a. When the entity reports an
auditor change under the
appropriate securities law
on Form 8-K
b. To a successor audit or
when the successor makes
inquiries in accordance with
SAS No. 7, . . .
c.
In response to a subpoena
d. To a funding agency or
other specified agency in
accordance with
requirements for the audits
of entities that receive
financial assistance from a
government agency
Because potential conflicts with
the auditor’s ethical and legal
obligations for confidentiality
may be complex, the auditor

may wish to consult with legal
counsel before discussing
irregularities with parties
outside the client.

The Statement clearly proscribes
disclosures to third parties other
than those specifically mentioned
and cautions the auditor to consult
legal counsel prior to notification of
such parties. In short, unless
otherwise directed by auditing
standards, the auditor should
remain silent upon withdrawal.
Apparently, this policy is required,
in part, by the auditor’s “legal
obligation of confidentiality.”
Nevertheless, the auditor may,
under certain circumstances, have
a legal obligation to disclose
management misconduct to third
parties other than those specified in
SAS No. 53. Causey [1986, p. 1-11]
notes that a “relatively new line of
court decisions is moving
accountants and other professionals
to a standard of conduct involving
mandatory disclosure of client
misconduct." Accordingly, he
cautions [p. 7-5]: “Where the CPA
learns that the client is misleading
or attempting to mislead others, the
CPA should consult legal counsel as
to whether the factual setting
permits withdrawal in silence.”
Emerging Legal Standard
of Conduct

Although SAS No. 53 is
authoritative and provides explicit
guidance concerning silent
withdrawal stemming from
management misconduct, its
comfort may be more apparent
than real. While courts consider a
profession’s accepted standard of
conduct, they clearly are not bound
formally or informally by that
standard. Moreover, common law is
subject to modification, revision,
interpretation, and rejection by
courts over time. Consequently,
auditors should be aware of

emerging legal standards of
conduct that may conflict with or
extend the profession’s standards.
Tarasoff v. Regents of University
of California and Fund of Funds,
Ltd. v. Arthur Andersen & Co. are
two cases in the “relatively new line
of court decisions” Causey notes. In
Tarasoff, a psychotherapist, during
therapy, was informed by a patient
of his intent to murder a person
whose identity was readily

While courts consider
a profession's
accepted standard of
conduct, they clearly
are not bound
formally or
informally by that
standard.
determinable. The victim was not
warned, and the threat was carried
out by the patient. The victim’s
parents sued. The court noted the
need for, and protection of, the
confidential psychotherapist
patient relationship. The court also
noted the common law rule that one
person does not have a duty to warn
those endangered by another’s
conduct except when the person
stands in some special relationship
to the perpetrator and/or the
intended victim. However, the
court held that the psychotherapist
owed a higher legal duty to inform
the victim of the imminent danger
than to maintain the patient’s
threats in confidence.
Causey also cites Fund of Funds
in his discussion of recent court
decisions, yet the implications of
this case remain somewhat
ambiguous because there was no
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third party and the CPA firm was
associated with materially
misstated financials. The Fund of
Funds case involves three parties:
the King group of companies
(King), Fund of Funds (FOF), and
the CPA firm of Arthur Andersen
& Co. (AA), who was the external
auditor for both King and FOF.
Briefly, FOF entered into an
agreement with King, whereby
King was to advise FOF on the
purchase of oil and gas properties
and sell such properties to FOF at
“arm’s length” prices from its own
inventory. However, King’s
relationship was described
in the minutes of a Board
of Director’s meeting as
‘essentially a discretionary
account managed by [King]’
and by AA as a ‘quasi
fiduciary’ duty to FOF.” [Fund
of Funds, p. 1334]. In fact,
King fraudulently sold oil and
gas properties at inflated
prices to FOF. AA detected
the practice but did not qualify
its reports on the financials
of King or FOF nor inform
FOF of the fraud. The
court explained that
failure to disclose material
information may be a
basis for fraud:
Non-disclosure of material
information, or omissions to
disclose matter necessary to
make other representations
not misleading, are also
actionable under common law,
provided “there was a fiduciary
relationship between the parties” or a
duty of disclosure arising from a
“relationship of trust and
confidence” between the parties
[citations omitted]. At a minimum,
a claim of fraud for failure to
disclose may be based on
defendant’s knowledge that
plaintiff was acting under a
reasonable, mistaken belief with
respect to a material fact [citations
omitted] [Fund of Funds, pp.
1359 and 60].
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The court held that AA failed to
disclose King’s fraud to FOF
“despite a professional duty and an
express contractual obligation to do
so.” [Fund of Funds, p. 1360] AA’s
engagement letter to FOF provided
that “any irregularities coming to
our attention would be reported to
you immediately" [Fund of Funds,
p. 1327]. The court also rejected
AA’s claim that its knowledge of
King’s activities was confidential
information. Even if the
information was confidential, the
court, citing expert testimony,
noted that appropriate action by

necessary disclosure; (2) disclose
that it has relevant information not
available to the other client; or (3)
resign from one account” [Fund of
Funds, p. 1361]

First Fed. Sav. & Loan v.
Oppenheim, Appel. Dixon
Does the auditor have a duty to
warn the victims if there is
imminent danger of financial loss
to known third parties? Although
First Federal does not establish
precedent, it clearly reveals the
court’s predisposition to enforce a
mandatory disclosure standard for
CPAs who become aware of
client misconduct. It is also
a vivid example of the risks
assumed by a CPA who does
not consult legal counsel when
management misconduct is
known. The factual setting
in First Federal is
remarkably similar to
Tarasoff. Both cases
involve defendents
having professional
confidentiality
relationships and third
party victims. In First
Federal, the auditors
were informed by
their audit client,
Comark, that its
customer-owned securities,
entrusted to Comark for
safekeeping, were comingled
with its own securities in an
account controlled by and pledged
to Comark’s bank/clearing agent for
overnight loans. The auditors knew
that Comark was technically
insolvent and that the overnight
loan balance exceeded the value of
Comark-owned securities. Both
problems — the financial difficulties
of Comark and the comingling of
securities — were known by the
auditors approximately a year
prior to Comark’s collapse. When
Comark informed its bank of both
problems, the bank immediately

It is obvious that
CPAs should consult
their own legal
counsel to determine if
the factual setting
permits withdrawal
in silence.
foreclosed on the loan and
liquidated all securities held in
the pledged account. This event
occurred approximately five
months after Comark’s year-end.
However, financial statements,
at least statements with which
the auditors were associated,
were never issued.
Plaintiffs — customers who lost
their securities entrusted to
Comark for safekeeping — alleged
two negligent misrepresentations
by the auditors. First, with
knowledge to the contrary the
partner-in-charge verbally assured
a Comark salesperson that there
should be no problem with the
year-end financials.
Second, customer-owned
securities held in “safekeeping” by
Comark were confirmed directly
with the customers in two separate
mailings as part of the year-end
audit procedures. Customers were
requested to “please confirm
directly to our auditors . . that the
attached statements are a complete
and accurate record of . . . all
securities we are holding for you in
safekeeping,” which the courts
viewed as “impliedly, but
effectively representing that the
writer or sender believes the
securitiese are indeed being held in
safekeeping” [First Federal p.
436]. Plaintiffs argued the
confirmations were “affirmative

negligent misstatements of fact” by
the auditors rather than a failure to
disclose certain facts.
The oral misrepresentation had
little, if any, effect on the court’s
decision. The second alleged
misrepresentation formed the crux
of the case. The court held:
“Certainly, once [the CPA firm]
communicated with the plaintiffs,
it owed them a duty to speak
truthfully” [First Federal, p. 435].
In addition, the First Federal court
[p. 434] held that the confirmations
were “financial reports” in
applying the Credit Alliance
criteria. Under a complex web of
legal theories, the auditors were
successfully sued for violations of
RICO, common law negligence, and
common law fraud.
Could liability have been avoided
if the auditors had withdrawn from
the engagement in silence before
direct confirmations were mailed to
the customers? The court did not
have to address this question, nor
did it have to address the auditor’s
defense that they owed a “higher
legal duty” not to disclose
detrimental information obtained
in the confidential auditor-client
relationship. Nevertheless, the
court chose to comment on the
confidentiality issue. Its comment
makes it clear that in the court’s
view, it was the auditor’s duty to
disclose at some point in time prior
to the direct confirmations.
It should be noted moreover that
given the allegations of [the
auditor’s] awareness of Comark’s
insolvency, Comark’s fraudulent
hypothecation of its customers’
securities, and the immediate
danger of devastating financial
losses plaintiffs risked by
continued association with Comark,
[the auditors] may well have had a
duty to disclose. It is an accepted
proposition in the area of common
law fraud that a claim for deceit
based on a failure to disclose may
be based on a defendant’s

Does the auditor have
a duty to warn the
victims if there is
imminent danger of
financial loss to
known third parties?

knowledge that a plaintiff was
acting under a reasonable,
mistaken belief with respect to a
material fact (citations omitted)
[First Federal, p. 435, note 7].

Immediate danger and imminent
danger, like other legal and
auditing concepts, defy precise
definition. In First Federal,
Comark’s severe financial
difficulties, unless corrected,
assured third party losses: either
the customers would lose their
securities or Comark would default
on its loan.
There is one final aspect of this
case that merits mention. The CPA
firm was clearly aware of a legal
hazard. However,instead of
consulting their legal counsel, they
consulted and apparently relied
upon the advice of Comark’s
counsel. Subsequently,the CPA
firm brought suit against Comark’s
legal counsel [First Fed. Sav. &
Loan v. Oppenheim, Appel, Dixon,
634 F. Supp. 1341 (S.D.N.Y. 1986)].
This action is still unresolved.
Summary and Conclusions
New auditing standards and
emerging legal standards of
conduct may be on a collision
course regarding withdrawal in
silence when management
misconduct is involved. SAS No. 53
categorically states that disclosure
to outside parties “would be
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precluded by the auditor’s ethical
or legal obligations of
confidentiality” unless the auditor
is associated with financial
statements and other specific
circumstances. In contrast, a
relatively new line of court
decisions suggests that auditors
may have an affirmative duty to
disclose client misconduct when
identifiable third parties are in
imminent or immediate danger of
devastating financial loss.
It is obvious that CPAs should
consult their own legal counsel to
determine if the factual setting
permits withdrawal in silence.
First Federal also demonstrates
that CPAs should consult their own
legal counsel before
communicating either directly or
indirectly with third parties who
are or may be affected by
management misconduct.
SAS No. 53 may have little
impact on the profession, other
than to raise a flag of caution.
Auditors who find themselves
pondering their duty to disclose
management misconduct will be
influenced more by the advice of
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AAA.

William J. Radig, DBA, CPA, is an
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AWSCPA, the AICPA, the AAA, and
the West Virginia Society of CPAs.

their attorneys than by advice
offered in the professional
standards. Perhaps this is the way
it should be in the matters of errors
and irregularities, since litigation
is both probable and prevalent in
such matters.
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REDUCE YOUR LOSS RATIO
How often has your staff needed to locate a missing person? How
often have they sent a file to an outside firm? How often has that
person still not been found? How often was that firm very expensive?
Would you like to be able to increase your company's in-house find
ratio, or decrease your company’s expense of outside locating firms?
Financial Training Institute has the “How to Find Missing Persons”
Manual, specifically designed to help anyone in a commercial
environment, find missing persons on their own and increase the
probability of collecting from a bad account. There are a variety of
methods and concepts contained in our Manual that can significantly
lower the costs of finding missing persons. This Manual also shows
how to detect social security number fraud.
The “How to Find Missing Persons” Manual is comprehensive, yet
easily understood, and has been found extremely valuable by two
groups involved in locating or collection, the novice and the veteran.
Some of the organizations that are benefiting from our Manual include:
Insurance Companies
Credit Card Systems
Legal Firms
State Loan Commissions (students)
Banks, Savings & Loans
Medical Associations
International Corporations
Credit Unions
Law Enforcement Personnel
Rental Agencies
Previous users of this Manual have found that most companies can
recover their purchase price by resolving one specific past or future
case. Users also find that the Manual increases their job skills enabling
them to dramatically change their department’s value to the company.
“The Nilson Report” (a credit card executive advisory service)
recommended the original “How to Find Missing Persons” Manual to
every business in issue No. 164, of July 1981.
The Manual is authored by Don Elliott. His background includes over
25 years of investigative experience as a Naval Intelligence Officer,
Retail Credit Administrator, and Owner of Collection Agencies.
Wouldn’t you like to improve your firm’s probability of successful
locating? To receive your copy of the “How to Find Missing Persons”
Manual send $79.95 to:

FINANCIAL TRAINING INSTITUTE, INC.
5100 West 164th Street, Suite 21
Cleveland, Ohio 44142
Your Manual will arrive marked for your personal attention only.
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• "In a small business, it can be even
lonelier at the top.
“Everyone looks to mefor answers.
But there were times when I wished I had
someone to bounce ideas offof. Someone
I could turn tofor advice.
"Truth is, I never expected a large
corporation like AT&T to be that
someone. "

AT&T HAS IDEAS TO SHARE THAT
CAN GET YOUR BUSINESS GROWING.
FREE.

When it’s your business, it seems
like it all ends up on your desk. You
get so wrapped up in the here and
now, who has time to think about
tomorrow?
AT&T can help. With its special
marketing series of Telecommunica
tions Ideas to Grow On. These free
booklets show how a combination
of telecommunications and market
ing techniques can help increase
sales, introduce new products,
enhance your company’s image,
and open new doors for growth.
You’ll receive A Planning Tool
for Small Business Growth
introductory booklet designed to
bring the whole telecommunica
tions picture into focus. Plus a list of
important AT&T toll-free numbers,
and these four helpful booklets free:
WANT TO TEST OUT NEW
TERRITORIES, BUT DON’T
HAVE THE SALES FORCE
TO SEND THERE?

WANT TO SPREAD THE
WORD ABOUTYOUR NEW
PRODUCT OR SERVICE BUT
AREN’T SURE HOWTO
REACH YOUR MARKET?

Making Advertising Pay Offtells
how telecommunications can make
an advertising program or a promo
tion speak louder, reach farther and
work harder.
WANT TO SET UP YOUR
OWN TELEMARKETING
OPERATION BUT HAVEN’T
A CLUE WHERE TO BEGIN?

Getting Started With Telemarket
ing shows how easy it is to set up
your own telemarketing program in
your own office—and with minimal
equipment or staff.

Find out how you can move your
business forward. And learn how...
from equipment to networking,
from computers to communica
tions, AT&T is the right choice. Call
or send for your free booklets today:
1 800 533-9780, Ext. 5121
SEND FOR YOUR BOOKLETS BY
MAY 31,1989 AND GET AT&T’S TERMS
OF THE TIMES: A DICTIONARY-FREE.

Please send me a free copy of AT&T’s
special marketing series of Telecom
munications Ideas to Grow On.
□ Rush my copy of the dictionary—
I’m mailing my reply by May 31, 1989.
My monthly long distance bill is
$--------------------- The majority
of my business □ is □ is not
conducted in my home.
□ MS.
□ MR

Name

Title

Company

WANT TO MAKE IT EASIER
FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS TO
REACH YOU, BUT HAVEN’T
FOUND AN ECONOMICAL
WAY TO DO IT?

Type of business

Address
City
(

State
Zip
)___________________________________________________

Daytime Phone

Mail to: AT&T, PO. Box 7659, Mt. Prospect, IL 60056

Expanding Your Markets shows
how you can test new waters and tap
into new territories without sending
more people out into the field.

Keeping Customers Satisfied
shows how you can dramatically
improve your level of customer
service by providing instant easy
access with an AT&T 800 number.

© 1989 AT&T

AT&T
The right choice.

The word on the street is Street Neat
Now the fabulous Wayfarer is restyled just for
the fashion of it. Take a pair to the streets.
Kay-Ban Sunglasses by Bausch & Lomb are the 1985 Winners of the Council of
Fashion Designers of America Award
Clothing courtesy of Sydney Carvin Milliken, Henry Lehr. Nicole Miller. Alicia Herrara.
Accessories by Jay Feinberg and LaCrasia.

sunglasses
by Bausch & Lomb.

WhyTheWorld'sToughest Hotel
Clitics give Ramada a AAA Rating.
The American
Automobile Associa
tion's annual inspection
is, without a doubt, the
most meticulously
thorough examination
a hotel will ever undergo.
Every year, more than 25,000 hotels are
scrutinized, analyzed, and criticized on the basis
of 222 incredibly precise criteria.
This inspection is so rigorous, barely 20%
of all the hotels in America qualify for AAA's
recommendation each year.
Which is why we're proud to say that this
year, over 94% of all the Ramadas in North
America earned their approval.
There's a reason for
this remarkable
consistency. It's
the result of our
commitment to
update, renovate,
and rededicate our
selves to the ideal that
every guest is some
one very special.
It's a

difference AAA has noticed — and so will you.
You'll feel it in our rooms.
You'll taste it in
our restaurants.
And you'll see it
in the face of every
one of our people.
Let us prove it to
you. For reservations
at any of the more
than 600 Ramada
Inns, Hotels, and
Renaissance Hotels
worldwide, contact
your travel agent or call us direct at 1-800-228-2828.

You're Somebody Special At
INNS. HOTELS, AND RENAISSANCE HOTELS WORLDWIDE

1-800-228-2828

©RAMADA, INC. 1988

Get wrapped up down Mexico way.
Delicious Fajitas. Delightful Burritos.
Authentic Mexican entrees as near as your freezer. All wrapped up in
Weight Watchers tasty flour tortillaaahs—so appetizing.
New Chicken or Beef Fajitas: tender, marinated pieces with slices
of onions and bell peppers. Two scrumptious fajitas per serving.
Love burritos? Try our new Beefsteak or Chicken Burritos. Pre
mium, savory chunks of meat. With tomatoes, chiles, and pinto
beans or olives. Served with a Mexicali vegetable medley. All
microwaveable. And, like all our Mexican entrees,
just waiting for you to wrap your appetite around.

Make the
Education
Department
the
TARGET
Editor: Roland L. Madison,
John Carroll University
University Heights, OH 44118

WRITING FOR THE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
areas of not-for-profit accounting
The purpose of this article is
practice.
twofold. The first is to describe the
Many of the problems and concerns
scope and nature of the Education
faced by business are common to all
Department. The second is to provide
areas of accounting practice.
some topical areas where
Problems exist in the development of
contributions would be welcome
leadership models, in communication
during the coming year.
skills, and in computer literacy. Also,
The scope of the Education
there are concerns about the role that
Department is quite broad. We are
ethics plays in all facets of business
seeking articles that, from an
today. Some would argue that the
educational standpoint, have
origin of many of these problems lies
relevance and appeal to persons who
with an American educational system
are engaged in industry, public
that lacks quality and strategic
accounting, academia, and various
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direction when compared to other
cultures and to the phenomenal
costs we have invested in education.
Others would not seek to assign
blame for the many problems
commonly faced by accountants
in business, but would prefer
to seek solutions that
involve cooperation,
role assignments and
corrective action between
business and the educational
community.
It is articles that deal with
topical issues within these broad
boundaries that we hope will
appeal to the readers of the
education column of The Woman
CPA. Literary contributions from
our readers who are involved in all
areas of accounting, in addition to
those who are involved in the
academic community, are
necessary to provide a breadth and
appreciation for the professional
concerns and potential solutions
that all of us may find of value.
Potential Topics For The
Education Department
There is currently a wide variety
of topics pertinent to professional
accounting education which may be
of interest to our readers. Authors
are invited to evaluate the partial
listing of topics which follows and
develop an article related to one of
these topics, or to related topics
that are relevant to accounting
education — either in terms of
education for today, or for
educational issues that
relate to the future of

accounting.

• CMA versus
CPA. Does
industry
actively

promote
the CMA
program? Is the
program a success
— or is the CMA often
regarded as a certification
secondary to the CPA? Will
specialization testing and
certification by the AICPA
enhance the status of the CMA
certificate?

• Career development. How
well does our educational system
prepare persons for non-public
accounting careers? Have we
established the necessary programs
and provided adequate career
counseling for the sixty percent
plus of our accounting graduates
that do not enter public
accounting? Do corporate
accounting personnel
perceive the lack of
industrial/corporate
accounting tracks in
higher education
to be a
problem?

Separate accreditation of
accounting programs.
What are the benefits and
costs to those who have
done it versus the views of
those institutions who
have discarded the idea
and even closed
their fifth-year
programs for lack
of enrollment? What
are the implications for
the AICPA and the year
2000?

• Potential employers’ view of
the preparation of today’s
accounting graduates. Are the
Personality
traits and turnover
in accounting firms.
Would pre-college testing
or campus career counseling
provide the best solution? Are
accounting firms evaluating the
relevant characteristics in new
hires to minimize turnover?

• Merits and problems of the
150-hour accounting education
requirement. Did Beamer,
Bedford, Anderson — or you, the
AICPA member — seriously count
the costs of extending accounting
education another full year? What
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will be the impact upon students in
general, upon minorities in
particular, upon educational
institutions, accounting firms and
their clients, or upon society? Was
this proposal seriously considered
by all constituencies or was its
passage by the membership the
greatest promotional hype in the
history of modern-day accounting?
Is the five-year education
experiment in Florida a Boom or a
Bust — or is it perhaps
accomplishing the long-run
strategy of a particular segment of
the accounting profession?

traditional criticisms still present
or have new ones taken their place?
Are there deficiencies in the areas
of communications and computer
literacy, among others?

• Business ethics, production
operation management, artificial
intelligence, and international
ization of the undergraduate
accounting programs. How to
accomplish all this? (in four years?)
Is it necessary for programs to
expand to include these areas?
Where these feats have been
achieved, what, if anything, was
given up to add the new material to

the traditional undergraduate
program?

• Measuring effective
teaching. Is it really important to
excel in the classroom today or only
on the printed page? What do
practitioners and academics feel
about what some believe is a
diminution of value placed upon
teaching quality and professional
service activities often used by
academics to bring business reality
into the classroom?

• Accreditation standards. Do
they promote or impair the
development of strong practitioner
and academic interactions through
faculty residencies? What are the
costs, benefits and problems for
firms, educational institutions, and
the persons directly involved in
such programs?
• The CPA exam. “Take the
CPA exam as soon
graduate. The
will be good for
this sound

as you
experience
you.” Is
advice?

What
views
do CPA
candidates
have on this
issue? How
much importance
do firms place upon
the success rate of
institutions on the CPA
exam and how comfortable
are professors and academic
administrators with these
comparisons? What can be learned
from NASBA statistics about first
time test takers and repeat
candidates? Is there a statistically
significant difference between the
success rate of “research
institutions” versus “teaching
institutions” on the CPA exam?

•

The revised CPA exam. How
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University, Cleveland, Ohio. Dr.
Madison is a member of AAA, AICPA,
NAA, ASWA, AWSCPA, and the Ohio
Society of CPAs.

do practitioners and educators view
the new look for the CPA exam
(1990-1992)? Do the changes in the
new exam format diminish the
opportunities to evaluate logical
thinking, organizational skills and
communication proficiencies? Or do
they allow for more topical areas to
be covered — in a more economical
fashion? Where do the rank and file
members of the Institute stand?
How does academia view this
change? If this project is
implemented as scheduled, will any
states supported by specific interest
groups, consider independent
testing and licensing of accountants
to the exclusion of the AICPA?

• Accounting specializations.
How does the general membership
of the profession feel about
the testing and licensing of
accounting specializations? Is
this, perhaps, an additional aspect
of a long-run plan to alter the
structure of a profession from the
traditional attest function to one of
a much broader scope within
business and society? Will all
present firms and members
of the profession be
productive participants
as a new organi
zational structure
of the profession
evolves? How
does the potential
admission
of non-CPA
professionals

into the Institute and the
modification of the CPA exam with
the possibility of certified
specializations fit into the long-run
strategic goals of the accounting
profession? Do we have a
coordinated purpose and direction
for these various changes in the
profession?
Conclusion
From the preceding list, it should
be apparent that many issues and
opportunities exist for research into
professional accounting. Some
issues relate not only to the present
but significantly to the future of
accounting education and the
profession. Just as the accounting
profession is apparently in a state
of rather rapid evolutionary
change, those involved with
accounting education either
directly or indirectly must realize
that academia is a functional part
of the accounting environment and
thus must be prepared to evaluate
and adapt to changes in the
envio
r nment. That is why it is
important that accountants in
industry, accountants in public
practice firms of all sizes, and those
in academia take the opportunity to
communicate their professional
concerns for the improvement of
the accounting profession. That
improvement is the role of
accounting education, and the
purpose of this column in The
Woman CPA is to provide a
communication vehicle for those
who wish to constructively
participate in the improvement of
the accounting profession.
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Putting Together A
Firm-Wide MAS Strategy
By Wayne Bremser and Jiunn C. Huang
Editor: Karen L. Hooks, University of
South Florida, Tampa, FL 33620

Intense competition in the traditional
service areas — accounting, auditing, and
tax — has caused many CPA firms to
look elsewhere for growth opportunities.
Management advisory services (MAS) are a
natural extension of accounting, auditing
and tax services. Oftentimes, MAS
20/The Woman CPA, April 1989

engagements arise because need is
identified when accounting or auditing
services are provided. An expansion-minded
CPA firm should look beyond these obvious
MAS opportunities and develop a deliberate
strategy to market MAS which is likely to
be more profitable than an unplanned effort.

Basic Strategy
By devising and following a longrange plan for an orderly
expansion of services, firms can
efficiently develop their
capabilities. The starting point for
devising such a plan is to assess the
profit potential of MAS
opportunities.

What are those opportunities? To
answer this question, a list of MAS
opportunities was developed from a
review of the MAS promotional
brochures issued by national CPA
firms. These documents explain the
firms’ MAS capabilities to potential
clients. The listing in Exhibit 1
evinces the wide range of offerings.
From Exhibit 1, it is obvious that
services such as designing and
implementing general and cost
accounting systems, cash and
working capital management,
internal and budget control, and
profit and financial planning are
closely related to accounting and
should be a natural extension of
accounting and auditing services. A
firm’s existing staff has the basic
knowledge and qualifications
needed to perform these services,
and costs for additional training
and related investments to offer
these services should be low. Since
these services are relatively easy to
offer, competition from other firms
is likely to be strong.
A strategic move to specialize in
selected MAS categories is the path
to a more profitable MAS practice.
Exhibit 1 lists many opportunities.
However, these opportunities can
become pitfalls. To evaluate the
profitability of the various
opportunities, a profit potential
assessment based on market
attractiveness and the firm’s
competency potential to provide
services should be made.
Market Attractiveness

Market attractiveness is
determined by the business

environment in the CPA firm’s
market area. First, look at the
current and prospective needs of
audit and accounting clients. While
keeping the independence
constraint in mind, identify an
initial list of potential services. The
current client relationship makes
these services the easiest to sell.
Second, revise this initial list by
adding other services that seem
attractive for the market area.
Third, evaluate market size and
growth for the services on the
revised list by looking at business
trends in the market area. For
example, if growth is in service
industries, MAS offerings oriented
toward these clients are most
promising. Developing consulting
capabilities to serve firms in the
growth sectors of the local economy
may eventually lead to new audit
clients. Fourth, look at the intensity
of competition among current and
potential providers of the various
services. Design and
installation of
computerized
systems may
seem to be an
attractive market,
but many
market areas
are saturated
with consultants
who offer these services.
The end result of this analysis
should be a list of potential MAS
opportunities ranked by market
attractiveness.
Competency
After the initial ranking, the

firm’s competency to provide these
services should be evaluated. Large
firms can hire people with the
necessary skills. In smaller firms,
the skills and interests of the firm’s
staff must be evaluated. A basic
interest in a promising service area
should not be underrated. A former
mathematics or quantitative

methods
major may have
an interest in
learning operations
management skills. A
former economics major may want
to work with clients on forecasting
market demand for products. If
staff personnel have a basic interest
in a type of service, investment in
developing specific skills may be
worthwhile.
The investment in time, tuition,
books, equipment, computer
software, and materials required to
attain the necessary level of
competency should be estimated.
Likewise, the cost of maintaining
competency should be considered
since some specialties require
substantial continuing investments
in training and equipment. If these
investments are substantial, the
competency potential rating should
be downgraded.
Care must be exercised in
assessing the investment. For
example, tuition costs for
maintaining competency may not
be a relevant cost if 40 hours per
year of continuing professional
education are required, and there
are no other pressing education
needs for the particular individual.
Also, the individual’s long-run
commitment to the firm is a factor
in assessing the investment.
Someone having five years with the
firm and outstanding partnership
potential would be worth a
significant investment if the
potential payoffs are MAS fees for
the firm and job satisfaction for the
individual.
The competency evaluation
process will usually result in a
revised ranking of the market
attractiveness list of potential MAS
offerings. For example, a service
previously ranked first according
to market attractiveness might now
be fifth because the firm’s
competency potential is only
The Woman CPA, April 1989/21

moderate.
A second
look at market
attractiveness
and competency
might result in further revisions of
the rankings.
Commitment

As a result of these assessments,
a final ranking emerges, and a firm
can make a commitment to provide
the top-ranked services. Initially,
the plan might be to offer and
promote the top three or four
services on the list. In subsequent
years, the firm’s offerings could
move down the list.
The firm’s rankings may change
as market attractiveness and
competency factors change. Two
factors that may significantly
affect a firm’s long-range planning
and MAS expansion opportunities
are computer technology and
expert systems.
Computer Technology
and Opportunities

The fast growth in computer
technology — minicomputers,
microcomputers, word processors,
photo composers, and new
communication techniques — has
created ample opportunities for
new advisory services. Typical
types of services related to
computers, as shown in Exhibit 1,
include information needs analyses,
feasibility analyses, systems design
and implementation, hardware and
software selection, office
automation, and data security
reviews. Performance of these
services requires specialized
knowledge and expertise in the
computer information systems
area.
Staff with EDP auditing
experience may be able to use self
study methods to develop the skills
needed for the firm to offer
computer services. Others less
competent in computers but willing
to learn would require formal
continuing professional education.
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A firm’s investment in computer
training promises a dual payoff. As
costs of computing equipment and
accounting software continue to
fall, clients will expand their
appetites for these items. With a
competent staff, a CPA firm can
advise a client on hardware and
software acquisitions. Besides
earning MAS fees, when the time
comes to provide accounting and
auditing services, the potential for
unpleasant surprises from a newly
installed computer system is
diminished.
Although providing computer
consulting services will probably
require additional investments in
facilities, equipment, and staff, the
opportunities for services to clients
on an ongoing basis will continue to
expand. For example, if a CPA
firm has a specialty in a specific
area such as health care, it may
develop a general purpose cost
allocation electronic spreadsheet
template to be used by its clients.
Similarly, if a firm is strong in a
specific application such as
budgeting and financial modeling,
general templates can also be
developed for these applications.
Expert Systems

Any discussion on opportunities
of MAS arising from high
technology would be incomplete
without considering the
development of expert systems. An
expert system is a set of computer
programs that has the knowledge
and capacity to operate at the
expert level. Unlike conventional
application programs such as
spreadsheets, data base, and
accounting packages that generally
automate tasks containing
relatively simple logic, expert
systems store millions of facts and
thousands of rules and automate
complex logic tasks. Expert
systems provide users with the
knowledge that human experts can
acquire only through years of study
and experience, and this knowledge
is used by the systems to think, to

reason, and to make
recommendations.
Expert systems are already in
use in various disciplines,
performing a host of extremely
sophisticated functions. Oil and gas
producers use expert systems to
determine the location of valuable
minerals. Major university
hospitals use expert systems to
assist in the diagnosis of disease
and to interpret medical test
results. Car repair centers rely on
expert systems to diagnose
problems and guide diesel engine
repairs.
In the accounting and auditing
areas, expert systems are available
to provide estate planning
recommendations, to perform an
analytical review, to identify areas
of concern to the auditor, to
interpret financial statements, and
to analyze a company’s allowance
for bad debts. In addition, research
projects are underway to determine
what knowledge is necessary to
make fundamental audit decisions
and what factors cause expert
auditors to outperform novices.
It should be emphasized that
although expert systems will make
many decisions that were once
made by humans, this fact does not
mean consultants will no longer be
needed. Consultants will develop
the databases and interact with the
expert systems to develop
information for the decision
making process.
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Expert systems can be a short
cut to attaining the necessary
competency level for offering a
particular MAS. With many expert
system products scheduled to make
their debut in the coming years,
firms must continually monitor any
new offerings to see if they provide
new opportunities.

Conclusion

Careful planning to identify
opportunities and to match a firm’s
capabilities with these
opportunities is the key to a
successful MAS consulting
practice. Blind expansion could be
the seed for failure. Accounting

firms should develop short-term
and long-term strategies to market
MAS. In developing a firm-wide
MAS strategy, consideration should
also be given to the opportunities on
the horizon provided by developing
technologies in personal computers,
decision support software, and
expert systems.

EXHIBIT 1: MANAGEMENT
ADVISORY SERVICES OPPORTUNITIES
Accounting and Financial Management
General Accounting Systems Design and Installation
Cost Accounting System Design and Installation
Cash and Working Capital Management
Corporate Tax Planning
Financial Planning and Modeling
Profit Planning
Budgeting and Control Systems
Ratio Analysis

Personal Financial Planning
Income Tax Planning
Estate Planning
Personal Financial Plans

Litigation Support
Forensic Accounting
Expert Witness
Valuation
Antitrust
Divorce Accounting
Bankruptcy
Fraud Investigation

Computer Service (Information Management)
Personal Computer Hardware and Software Analysis
Information Needs Analysis
Management Information Systems
Systems Design and Implementation
Feasibility Analysis
Hardware and Software Evaluation
Project Control Systems
Office Automation
Clerical Methods and Procedures
Short- and Long-Range Planning
Data Security Reviews

Corporate and Business Planning
(Strategic Management)
Objectives and Goal Definition
Short- and Long-Range Planning
Growth Strategies
Merger and Acquisition Analysis
Business Valuation

Operations Management
Forecasting Systems
Order Processing Systems
Material Requirements Planning
Production Planning and Quality Control
Inventory Management Systems
Facilities Requirements
Assess Operational Effectiveness
Review Operating Policies

Marketing Management
Marketing Information Systems
Sales Compensation Programs
Customer Service Programs
Marketing Cost Control
Distribution Planning
Marketing Management Methods

Human Resources Management
Manpower Planning
Compensation Programs
Job Evaluation
Personnel Management
Performance Planning and Review
Productivity Improvement/Work Simplification
Personnel Information Systems
Training
Executive Search

Organization Analysis
Formal and Informal Reporting Relationships
Analyze Duties and Responsibilities
Effective Organizational Relationships
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When It’s Double Or Nothing
In Assessing Audit Risk
By Janet L. Colbert
Introduction
In April 1988, the Auditing Standards
Board issued Statement on Auditing
Standards (SAS) 60 entitled
“Communication of Internal Control
Structure Related Matters Noted in an
Audit” [AICPA, 1988]. The Statement
requires the auditor to communicate
significant deficiencies in the control
structure, or “reportable conditions,” to the
client’s audit committee.
Many matters that the auditor deems to
be reportable conditions may also be factors
that bear on the auditor’s assessment of
inherent risk. SAS 47, “Audit Risk and
Materiality in Conducting an Audit”
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[AICPA, 1983], requires the auditor to
consider inherent risk when planning the
work for an individual account balance or
class of transactions. Numerous factors may
bear on the auditor’s assessment of inherent
risk. The purpose of this article is to explore
the relationship between reportable
conditions and inherent risk factors and to
investigate how the conditions/factors that
are common to both affect the work of the
auditor.
Reportable Conditions
SAS 60 defines reportable conditions as
matters that the auditor believes
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. . . represent significant
deficiencies in the design or
operation of the internal control
structure, which could adversely
affect the organization’s ability to
record, process, summarize, and
report financial data . . . [para. 2].

Reportable conditions include
matters which affect the three
elements of the control structure:
the control environment, the
accounting system, or the specific
control procedures.
Under SAS 60, the auditor is
required to communicate
reportable conditions that are
found during the engagement to
the audit committee or to
individuals who have the authority
and responsibility equivalent to
that held by an audit committee.
While communicating reportable
conditions is beneficial to the client,
it is not the primary objective of the
audit, and users of the financial
statements should be aware that
auditors are obligated to report
only those conditions found in the
normal course of the audit
engagement. The auditor is not
required to perform special
procedures to search for reportable
conditions.
Reportable conditions can be
grouped into three categories. The
first, deficiencies in control
structure design, includes such
items as the application of
accounting principles, the
segregation of duties, and the
system’s output. The second
category covers failures in the
operation of the control structure
such as evidence of failure to
safeguard assets or evidence of
intentional misapplication of
accounting principles. The final
category includes other items the
auditor may believe indicate
control-related deficiencies.
Examples are the client’s lack of
objectivity in making accounting
decisions and the absence of a
sufficient level of control

consciousness within the client’s
firm.
Inherent Risk Factors
Inherent risk is the
. . . susceptibility of an account
balance or class of transactions to
error that could be material, when
aggregated with error in other
balances or classes, assuming there
are no related internal accounting
controls [SAS 47, para. 20].

More simply, inherent risk is the
risk that errors may occur in an

audit area without giving
consideration to the effect internal
controls may have on preventing or
detecting the errors.
Inherent risk is one component of
audit risk at the individual account
balance or class of transactions
level. The other risks comprising
individual audit risk are control
risk and detection risk. Control risk
is the risk that once errors have occurred, they are not prevented or
detected by the system of internal
control. Detection risk is the risk
that, given errors have occurred
and were not detected by the
system of internal control, these
errors are not detected by the
auditor.
Audit risk at the individual
account balance or class of

transactions level and its three
components can be modeled as
follows:
AR = IRx CRx DR
where
AR is audit risk,
IR is inherent risk,
CR is control risk,
DR is detection risk.
This model is derived from the
multiplicative model of audit
risk found in SAS 39, “Audit
Sampling,” and updated for the
provisions of SAS 47.1 It is
intended to help the auditor plan
the work in an audit area.
The model is manipulated as
follows to aid the auditor in
determining the nature, timing,
and extent of testing in an audit
area:
DR = AR/(IR x CR)
In this format, the model shows
that when inherent risk is high,
detection risk must be limited to a
low level (confidence must be high),
dictating that more substantive
audit procedures must be applied
in the audit area.
The auditor assesses inherent
risk by considering factors that
bear on that risk. Inherent risk
factors may be divided into those
that affect many, or all, audit areas
(pervasive factors) and those that
affect a particular area (account
specific factors).
The factors can be classified into
five groups: 1) the environment of
the operating entity, 2) the
structure of the entity, 3) the
characteristics of management and
the board of directors of the entity,
4) the financial position and
accounting practices of the entity,
and 5) auditor concerns and
relations.
An example of a pervasive
inherent risk factor in the first
group is the state of the general
economy [Colbert, p. 46]. A
depressed economy may concern
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Under SAS 60, the
auditor is required to
communicate
reportable conditions
. . . to the audit
committee. . .
the auditor and may indicate high
inherent risk while a healthy,
growing economy may allow the
auditor to assess inherent risk at a
low level. The second group is the
structure of the entity, and one
factor in the group is the
complexity of the organization. A
complex organization (many
diverse product lines, various
means of distribution, widely
scattered locations) may indicate a
higher susceptibility for errors to
occur and cause the auditor to
assess inherent risk at a high level.
The level of conscientiousness
about accounting and control
matters is a factor in the third
group. If management and
the board of directors are
conscientious concerning
accounting and control
matters, the auditor
will be able to assess
inherent risk at a low
level. Procedures for
identifying mistakes
in recording
transactions and
applying accounting
principles is an inherent risk factor
in the fourth group, which covers
the entity’s financial situation and
accounting practices. If the client
has established procedures for
reviewing entry data and the
procedures show that few mistakes
are made, the auditor has evidence
to indicate that a low inherent risk
assessment may be appropriate.
The fifth and final group of
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pervasive factors is auditor
concerns and relations. One factor
here is the implementation of
recommendations of internal and
external auditors. If
recommendations are generally
ignored, the auditor may feel
management is not conscientious
about accounting matters and
assess inherent risk at a high level.
Account specific inherent risk
factors fall into four categories: 1)
management and personnel, 2)
accounting matters, 3) accounting
systems, and 4) miscellaneous
matters. When assessing these
factors, the auditor should consider
them as they apply only to the
particular account being examined.
The experience and training of
management and personnel in the
specific area under examination is
a factor in the first category. If
management and personnel,

Only when a factor
adversely affects
inherent risk can it
possibly be a
reportable condition.
past, the auditor may believe this
indicates high inherent risk.
The third category, the
accounting system for the area,
includes segregation of duties. If an
area has proper segregation of
duties, the auditor may be able to
judge inherent risk to be low.
Miscellaneous factors, for instance,
the opportunity for fraud, make up
the final category of account
specific factors. In an audit area
that affords a high opportunity for
fraud, the auditor may assess
inherent risk to be high. For
example, in judging inherent risk
in the cash area, the auditor might
consider a credit union, which
has a large volume of cash
transactions, to have
higher inherent risk in
the cash area than a firm
in which cash is collected
through a lockbox system.
Relationship Between
Reportable Conditions And
Inherent Risk Factors
Three aspects of the relationship
between reportable conditions and
inherent risk factors need to be

explored:
particularly accounting personnel,
are well-trained and experienced,
the auditor may be able to assess
inherent risk for the area at a low
level. The second category covers
items such as the history of errors
in the area. If the audit area has
experienced many errors in the

• the categorization of some
items as both reportable
conditions and inherent risk
factors
• the effect of the
conditions/factors on the audit
risk model
• the communication of

conditions/factors to the audit
committee

Reportable Conditions/
Inherent Risk Factors
Several of the possible reportable
conditions are also inherent risk
factors. Consider, for example, that
the “absence of a sufficient level of
control consciousness within the
organization” is a possible
reportable condition. Earlier, it
was stated that the “level of
conscientiousness about accounting
and control matters” by
management and the board of
directors is a pervasive inherent
risk factor. Thus, “level of
conscientiousness about control” is
both a reportable condition and an
inherent risk factor.
Another reportable condition
that also bears on inherent risk is
“evidence of manipulation,
falsification, or alteration of
accounting records or supporting
documents.” Inherent risk factors
that parallel this condition are:
“procedures to identify intentional
wrongdoing” by management or
the board of directors, “procedures
to identify intentional or
unintentional mistakes in recording
transactions,” and “motivation to
misstate” (by management and
personnel).
Other reportable conditions and
related inherent risk factors are
listed on page 29.
Note that inherent risk factors are
stated in neutral terms while
reportable conditions have a
negative connotation. Only when a
factor adversely affects inherent
risk can it possibly be a reportable
condition. For example, the
inherent risk factor “objectivity in
accounting decisions” is stated in
neutral terms and the related
reportable condition “evidence of
undue bias or lack of objectivity by
those responsible for accounting
decisions” has a negative

connotation. If management is
objective in making accounting
decisions, this has a positive effect;
the auditor will tend to decrease
the assessed level of inherent risk.
If, however, management is not
objective, the auditor will likely
judge inherent risk to be higher;
additionally, the item will be
communicated as a reportable
condition. Thus, factors must be at
levels that cause inherent risk to be
assessed as high to have the
negative connotation of reportable
conditions and consequently be
communicated to the audit
committee.

The Audit Risk Model
The relationship between
reportable conditions and inherent
risk factors is particularly
significant when considering the
audit risk model. Items that are
both reportable conditions and
inherent risk factors affect the
model in a unique manner: the item
bears on the auditor’s assessment of
both control risk and inherent risk.2
Because reportable conditions
represent significant deficiencies in
the control structure, they are
necessarily considered in the
auditor’s judgment of control risks.
Reportable conditions cause control
risk to be assessed at a high level. A
reportable condition which is also
an inherent risk factor will most
likely lead to a high assessment of
inherent risk. The reportable
condition and the inherent risk
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factor are really the same item, but
the condition/factor bears on two
different components of the audit
risk model for different reasons.
Examples will clarify this.
Consider this reportable
condition: “evidence that employees
or management lack qualifications
and training to fulfill their
assigned functions.” The auditor
may believe that there is a risk that
such personnel may not adhere to
the established control structure.
Perhaps control procedures could
be bypassed or performed
incorrectly. In this situation,
because the control system cannot
be relied upon, the auditor will
likely believe control risk is high.
Inherent risk factors that
parallel this reportable condition
are: “competency” and
“experience and training” of
management and personnel. If the
auditor finds management and
personnel are not as competent as
they should be and if they lack
experience and training, then the
auditor may believe that there is a
high risk that errors could enter
that accounting area. Inherent risk
is then assessed at a high level.
Thus, one item may affect more
than one component of the audit
risk model, but for different
reasons. The condition/factor bears
on inherent risk because it may
indicate that the accounting area is
susceptible to errors. The
condition/factor may affect the
auditor’s assessment of control risk
because it may cause the auditor to
suspect that the control structure
may not be operating effectively.
Another example of a reportable
condition that may also bear on
inherent risk is the absence of a
sufficient level of control
consciousness within the
organization. The corresponding
inherent risk factor is the level of
conscientiousness about accounting
and control matters. If the client is
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not
conscientious
about the
significance of
the functioning and design of the
control structure, the auditor may
decide to assess control risk at a
high level. Similarly, if
management is not conscientious
concerning accounting and control
matters, errors may have a greater
chance of entering the system and
the auditor would judge inherent
risk to be high. One aspect of the
condition/factor bears on the item
entering the system and the other
affects the risk of the system not
preventing or detecting the error.
These are two distinct phases in the
accounting system; assessing a
condition/factor in both phases is
appropriate and is not double
counting.

Communication of
Conditions/Factors
As mentioned earlier, the auditor
is required to communicate
reportable conditions to the audit
committee. In entities that do not
have an audit committee, the
communication is made to
individuals with a level of authority
and responsibility equivalent to
that delegated to an audit
committee. Either written or oral
communication is allowed. SAS 60
provides examples of wording that
the auditor might use in a written
communication.
Professional standards do not
require the auditor to communicate
inherent risk factors to the audit
committee (or its equivalent).
Nevertheless, because some
inherent risk factors are also
reportable conditions, they will
necessarily be communicated to the
client. Only reportable conditions
are communicated to the client; no
mention need be made that the
item included as a reportable
condition is also an inherent risk
factor.
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Conclusion

Reportable conditions and
inherent risk factors are related in
the following ways: 1) some
reportable conditions are also
inherent risk factors, 2) both
reportable conditions and inherent
risk factors affect the audit risk
model, and 3) inherent risk factors
that are also reportable conditions
are communicated to the audit
committee.
Several reportable conditions
parallel factors that bear on the
auditor’s judgment of inherent risk.
By their nature, reportable
conditions necessarily affect the
auditor’s assessment of control risk.
If a reportable condition is also an
inherent risk factor, then two
components of the audit risk model
are affected. That is, one
condition/factor bears on both
inherent risk and control risk but
for different reasons. When
inherent risk and control risk are
assessed at high levels, the audit
risk model shows that the planned
level of detection risk must be
lower. Audit procedures are then
designed to provide the auditor
confidence in order to limit
detection risk to its planned low
level.
SAS 60,“Communication of
Internal Control Structure Related
Matters Noted in an Audit’,’
requires the auditor to
communicate reportable conditions
to the client’s audit committee.
Because some inherent risk factors
are also reportable conditions, they
will be communicated to the client
(only as reportable conditions; the
items need not be identified as
inherent risk factors).
When the auditor locates a
reportable condition, the audit is
affected in three ways: 1) the
condition must be reported to the
audit committee, 2) the condition
affects the judgment of control risk,
and 3) the condition bears on the

assessment of inherent risk if the
condition is also an inherent risk
factor. In order to comply with the
new SAS and to plan an effective
engagement, the auditor must
consider all three effects when
planning the audit.

FOOTNOTES
1SAS 39 presents a multiplicative
model of audit risk; SAS 47 indicates
that audit risk has three components
but does not present them in a
mathematical formula. The model given
here is not meant to be used in a strict
mathematical sense. Rather, it should
aid in understanding the relationships
of the components of audit risk.
2This is also true for items which are
reportable conditions and business risk
factors or factors which bear on
planned audit risk.
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Related Reportable Conditions
and Inherent Risk Factors
Reportable Condition

Inherent Risk Factor

Absence of a sufficient level of control
consciousness within the organization

Level of conscientiousness about accounting
and control matters

Evidence of undue bias or lack of objectivity
by those responsible for accounting
decisions

Objectivity in accounting decisions

Evidence that employees or management
lack qualifications and training to fulfill
their assigned functions

Competency of management and personnel
Experience and training of management
and personnel

Evidence of willful wrongdoing by
employees and management

Procedures to identify intentional
wrongdoing
Procedures to identify intentional mistakes
in recording transactions

Evidence of manipulation, falsification, or
alteration of accounting records or
supporting documents

Procedures to identify intentional
wrongdoing by management or the
board of directors
Procedures to identify intentional or
unintentional mistakes in recording
transactions
Motivation of management and personnel
to misstate

Evidence of intentional misapplication
of accounting principles

Procedures for identifying intentional
mistakes in applying accounting
principles
Motivation of management and personnel
to misstate
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The 3-up checkbook, today, is an anachronism.
It's to client bookkeeping what green eyeshades and paper cuffs
were to the accounting office.
The biggest problem with the 3-up check
book is that it quickly turns into "shoe box"
accounting, especially at tax season, when
you can least afford the time.
For your practice to grow you need new
small accounts. But because a business is small
is no reason its recordkeeping can't be first
rate. McBee has been proving that for over
40 years.
A McBee one-write in these same clients'
hands provides all the benefits of sound book
keeping. At the same time, it affords your staff
the ease and accuracy of working with Jour
nals instead of fussing with check stubs and
loose vouchers. It means being provided pre
proven figures, cross-footed and balanced.
Using duplicate journals even frees your
staff from the time constraints of having to
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return client records. Questions can easily be
reconciled with a phone call.
If your practice is computerized, McBee
Organized Computer Input (OCI) one-writes
provide your staff with clean, organized client
input—in standardized format—for ready entry
to the computer. You have the option of input
ting column totals or line-by-line entries. The
choice is yours. So are the savings.

For fast, personal service simply call
your local McBee Representative or toll
free 1-800-526-1272. In Ohio:
1-800-325-6536.

McBee®
systems
One-Write Bookkeeping

Classifieds
Very First Federal Form 1040 with
instructions (exact reproduction) year
1913! Real conversation piece! $10.40 (2
for $19.13) File-Co, Lincoln B4026, Boca
Raton, FL 33434.
Opportunities at all levels in Public
Accounting (“Big 8’s,” Nationals, Top
Locals) and positions in industry,
nationwide. Resumes or call: BEN
GRECO, Executive Search, 445 S.
Figueroa Street, Ste. 2600, L.A., CA
90071,(213)612-7766.

OIL & GAS
WELLS
being acquired by oil
operator at a few cents
on the dollar. We seek
association with
investment partner for
future acquisitions.
Please send
qualifications to:
W. D. USA, Inc.
P.O. Box 15457
San Luis Obispo, CA
93406
(805) 543-0100

Call For Literary Award
Nominations
Nominations for the 1987-1988
Literary Awards are currently
being accepted by the Literary
Award Committee. The Literary
Awards are to be given at the
annual meeting of the American
Woman’s Society of CPAs and the
American Society of Woman
Accountants to be held in San
Antonio, Texas, on September 1924, 1989. The awards are to
recognize outstanding
contributions made to accounting
literature by women (not
necessarily members of
AWSCPA or ASWA). The article
must have been published during
the time period of July 1, 1987,
through March 31, 1989.

Nominations should be sent to
Professor Dahli Gray, KCBA —
American University, 4400
Massachusetts Avenue N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20016-8044.
Nominations should include a
copy of the article with the name
and address of the publisher.
Nominations will close on June 1,
1989.
SAY GOODBYE TO EMBARRASSING
PERSPIRATION STAINS FOREVER...
With the Soft Little Lace Camisole That Keeps Blouses Dry.
You know how it is. You've got a big meeting, and you’re wearing your best
silk blouse You're also a bit nervous. As the pressure rises, you start to
sweat. Nothing gives you away like perspiration stains
on a silk blouse
Now slip on a Lacey Original. A soft lace
camisole that stops perspiration before it
hits your blouse. You can feel fresh, look
confident, all day long No one ever has to
know you're feeling nervous

Protect expensive clothes.

How many silk blouses have you ruined with
unsightly perspiration stains? By slipping on a
Lacey, not only will you protect your fine clothes from
damaging sweat stains - you’ll also cut your dry
cleaning bills. Instead of a cleaning every time you
wear a blouse, perhaps you'll clean it every four or
five wearings. Those savings can add up fast

So comfortable, you’ll forget
you’re wearing a Lacey.

The Woman CPA Reviews Column
Name

Your Lacey doesn't look like the tough worker it is.
It looks and feels like any lace camisole, made of
the finest stretch lace for a perfect fit. The cotton
shields are extra-thin, so you'll forget they're there.
*Also comes with shoulder pads

2670 Del Mar Hts. Rd. #121
Del Mar, CA 92014

Phone (home)

Address _____________________________________________________
Business

Phone (work)

Address _____________________________________________________
Position _____________________________________________________

Preferred Mailing Address____________________________________
Exp. date____________________________
Enclosed $___________________________

Are you interested in reviewing selected books occasionally for the
Reviews Column? If so, complete the form and mail to Jewel Shane,
Reviews Editor, at the address given below.
RETURN TO: Jewell Shane, Reviews Editor
36 East Fourth Street, Suite 1200
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

30-day money back guarantee
Name___________________________________________________

Address_________________________________________________
State

Zip

Phone #

Signature____________________________________
*For Camisole with medium shoulder pads, add $8.00 to price of regular or extra
protection "Lacey." Camisole comes with or without shields Matching lingerie
available 30-day money back guarantee.
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When it comes to
personnel services that
specialize in filling
accounting, bookkeep ■
ing and data proces
sing positions, Robert ▼ ’
Half is in a class by itself.
PERFORMANCE

Robert Half pioneered the
concept of a specialized
personnel service over 40
years ago. Every year
since then we’ve contin
ued to do what we do
best: finding top-notch
financial executives,
accountants, book
keepers and data processing professionals

Takeaway
our 40 years
of specialized
experience
wide range of
contacts and
145-office network
and we’re no
different than
any other
personnel recruiter.

CREDENTIALS

When you contact
our Placement Man
agers, you can be
confident that you’re
dealing
with
respon
sible people who
have solid creden
tials. They’re
specialists at
what they do. So
it makes no difference
what combination of skills
you need, or
how tough the
job require
ments are, they will find
appropriate candidates for
you to interview.
But don’t take our word
for it. In a national indepen
dent survey, personnel
directors rated Robert Half
the best service of its kind
— 4 to 1 over the runner-up
NETWORK

With Robert Half, you have
the upper hand in locating
© 1989 Robert Half International Inc.

hard-to-find
professionals.
That’s because
our interna
tional net
work of 145
offices provides
us with a tremendous range
of contacts. So we can quick
ly find the best employees
for you—whether they’re
around the corner or
around the world.
INTEGRITY

A lot of companies talk
about their integrity.
At Robert Half, we demon
strate it. No matter how
many times you call us, or
how many people we send
you, there is no charge
unless you hire one of our
candidates.
All in all, it’s no surprise
that we’re the leader in
specialized personnel
recruiting. More executives
use us because more
executives trust us.
So if you’re try
ing to find an expert
financial, accounting,
bookkeeping or data
processing employee,
look no further. Call
Robert Half and you’ve
found the best.
Please check local
listings for the
Robert Half office
nearest you.

ROBERT
HALF
Look no further.

